
Frequently Asked Questions

Why is choiceADVANTAGE Internet based?

choiceADVANTAGE is Internet based, which means you can access it anywhere.  Data is also stored

centrally with choiceADVANTAGE, so if a system goes down at the hotel, no information is lost.  

How can using choiceADVANTAGE at my hotel help to keep costs down?

choiceADVANTAGE is an inexpensive and extremely cost-effective system, as it is web-based and only

requires low-cost workstations.  The unmatched simplicity of choiceADVANTAGE makes it easy to train new

front desk agents, resulting in a shorter learning curve and a lower cost for training new staff.  

How is ChoiceADVANTAGE customized for me?

Enhancements to the system are made specifically for you and your staff.  You can share suggestions for

improvement through Spigit, which allows users to vote on changes that need to be made to the system.  

How reliable is choiceADVANTAGE? 

For 2010, choiceADVANTAGE has had an average uptime of 99.82%. The goal is to maintain at least

99.70%, so the system is exceeding goals. 

If the system is unavailable, how will hotels retrieve their emergency reports?

Hotels' emergency reports are copied to ChoiceCentral every six hours. So in the event that

choiceADVANTAGE is unavailable, a hotel can still retrieve these reports.  In addition, emergency reports are

automatically saved to the hotel's local workstation every two hours. In the event of an Internet service

disruption, the hotel can access its emergency reports from a folder on the computer desktop.  Choice

strongly recommends that hotels print their emergency reports at least once every shift. That way, hotels will

be able to run manually even if their local Internet connection is completely down. 

If the local Internet service goes down, will hotels lose all functionality? 

Access to the system and its functionality will be inhibited during outages. If the local Internet connection is

interrupted, hotels will need to operate manually until the connection is restored. Many hotels have used a

broadband cellular service as a backup solution if the local Internet service is down. Availability of such a

service varies by location and provider. Note: Property Support can access and send a hotel any reports

necessary to operate manually during a local Internet outage. 

What training resources are available for choiceADVANTAGE? 

Several helpful training aids are available to hotels converting to and using choiceADVANTAGE:

•  Interactive training modules on Choice University

•  Quick Reference and Emergency Procedures guides are available on ChoiceCentral.com  

• Ongoing training bulletins

•  A robust online help system

For more information, please contact  Property Support at +1 602 953 4558
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Is revenue management functionality built into the system? 

• Yes. The Revenue Management program working within choiceADVANTAGE is an automatic yield

management tool. It will analyze past reservation history, on-hand reservations, denials and cancellations

in order to forecast future occupancy and implement minimum rates (or rate hurdles) to optimize hotel

revenue. While Revenue Management is automatic, the property has the ability to quickly and easily make

adjustments as needed based on changing market conditions. 

• Revenue Management is not a tool that will change rates, but rather restricts discounting based on

demand. Revenue Management will set Minimum Rates that will synchronize to the Choice Central

Reservation System (CRS) to streamline yield management through all distribution channels. 

Are Tentative and Definite group blocks counted in the forecast of demand? 

• Rooms booked within a group block are treated as individual reservations and will count in the forecast

demand like an individual reservation booking. 

• The hotel can set a group to Tentative or Definite status. Tentative status provides the ability to block

rooms. The room block will only come out of general availability when the group moves to Definite status. 

Which rates/inventory are synchronized? 

All rate plans and room types are synchronized between the CRS and choiceADVANTAGE. 

What transaction codes are available in choiceADVANTAGE?

The system offers nearly 70 transaction codes, allowing hotels to track their business easily and accurately.

During the initial setup procedure, the property owner/GM selects what transaction codes the hotel will need.

What types of functionality does choiceADVANTAGE have?

choiceADVANTAGE is a robust property management system that includes the following functionality:

• Front Office Management

• Creating and Modifying Reservations

• Group Reservations

• Folio Management for Guests, House Accounts and Groups

• Accounts Receivable

• Over 80 Easy to Export & Email Reports

• Housekeeping Management

• Single Inventory Management

• Company & Guest Profiling

• Interfacing with various hotel systems

Please refer to online help for step by step instructions for each of these features plus many more.

For more information, please contact  Property Support at +1 602 953 4558


